
AlphaSOC: Defense-in-Depth is a comprehensive security
concept that adds multiple layers of defense to your business. It

provides 24/7 monitoring, real-time alerting, indicators of
compromise, and breach detection. Our certified security

professionals provide expert research, analysis, and reporting to
prevent, detect, and respond to modern cyberthreats.

Defense-in-Depth

24/7 monitoring
with real-time alerting

Multiple layers of
defense

Highly trained,
experienced, & certified
security professionals

 24/7 monitoring provides
continuous protection to

address potential
cyberattacks outside of

standard working hours. 
Around-the-clock

monitoring and real-time
alerts enable a rapid

response to potential
attacks, decreasing your
organization's possible

cost and impact.

Today's cyber threat
landscape encourages and
rewards blended attacks,

so solutions that protect a
single channel are only

partially effective. Layered
security takes a holistic,

coordinated view of cyber
defense that works across

multiple protocols and
applications to ensure you

are protecting your
systems as effectively as

possible.    

Our certified security
professionals have

decades of experience in
cybersecurity. Safeguard
your most precious asset

- your company's data.
With Blue Team Alpha,
you'll have a team of
experienced security

advisors who are familiar
with your business, highly
trained and dedicated to

security. 
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For today's small-and-medium-sized businesses, it is no longer a question of IF you will be
attacked. It is a question of WHEN. AlphaSOC gets your business ready for the WHEN. 

Our team comprises tenured cybersecurity engineers, architects, and consultants with the
knowledge and certification to help when you need it most.

Put an ELITE, Highly Trained Team on Your Side

Added Benefit
Clients can add AlphaProactive retainer hours to investigate an Indicator of Compromise (IOC) or to
use it on other Blue Team Alpha services. AlphaProactive is unique in that clients can use hours to
analyze a potential IOC, whereas traditional retainer services are limited to incident response
services from an actual cyberattack.

Area of Operations
AlphaSOC has three distinct areas of operations. 

Utilizing all three provides full coverage known as “AlphaSOC: Defense-in-Depth”:
 

 

Network Defense 

Unusual Creation of Resources 
Account or Security Group
Updates
Opened/Closed Ports and Usage 
Targets of Brute Force Attempts 
Suspicious Successful Logons
Indicators of Compromised
Accounts 
Unusual File Download Activity 
New communication between
resources
Connections from known bad IP
sources 

Endpoint Defense 

Unauthorized Activity
Attempts 
Unusual File Access or
Activity 
Abusing Legitimate Tools
Compromised Accounts
Potential Insider Threat
AutoStart and Persistent
Software 
Prohibited Software
Installation
Unknown or Unusual
Software 
Malicious Software
Prevention

Unusual Creation of Resources 
Account or Security Group
Updates
Suspicious Account or
Security Group Activity
Unauthorized Access Ruleset
Changes 
Targets of Brute Force Attempts 
Suspicious Successful Logons 
Indicators of Compromised
Accounts
Unusual File Download Activity 
New communication between
resources
Connections from known bad IP
sources

Cloud Defense 
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